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Elective Elements is a freestanding office system designed to address the changing workspace requirements in today’s private and open-plan environments. Elective Elements can be applied in a range of settings including private office freestanding, wall-attached private office, open plan freestanding, and open plan panel-attached.
ELECTIVE ELEMENTS 6

PRICE RANGE: HIGH

DETAILS:
- A broad range of rich materials options including composite wood veneers, glass storage and modesty panels, metal paint finishes and fabrics create an array of aesthetic options
- Elective Elements worksurfaces can be height adjusted (worksurfaces have a range of 3” in ½” increments), and come in a range of top shapes and edge profiles designed to support today’s work styles
- Open storage, and layered worksurfaces provide piling surfaces for anticipated work
- One-high lateral files specified with cushion tops maximize space and provide an alternative seating solution. Lateral files can also be specified with wood or laminate tops
- Application flexibility includes a clean, simple technology interface that allows users to customize their workspace to their individual needs
- Mobile workers are accommodated with convenient plug-and-play capabilities. Hinged grommets disguise desktop access to power and data
- Built on a 6” module
- Universally compatible with systems panels for Montage, Answer and Privacy Wall GS
- 16 wood finishes

DURABILITY:
Steelcase Lifetime Warranty

ENVIRONMENTAL:
Certain models available as a Cradle to Cradle CM certified product

With the water-borne Clarity wood finish, Elective Elements 6 is SCS Indoor Advantage certified for indoor air quality and can contribute to LEED point 4.5

Manufactured in the world’s first LEED-certified manufacturing facility
Currency is a contemporary desk system designed to work as a stand alone product, or work with other systems. With open or closed storage options, Currency keeps information visually organized and accessible. Use as a stand-alone solution, or mix and match with other product lines to create a professional yet personalized setting at a value price.
CURRENCY

PRICE RANGE: LOW - MID

DETAILS:

Architecture
• Dimensionally compatible with the Kick systems portfolio and works with Groupwork products, providing flexibility and planning options.

Aesthetics
• Utilizes the same surface materials as the Kick system and Groupwork tables portfolio.

Affordable
• Best value in a laminate desk solution, offering assembled and flat packed furniture.

DURABILITY:

Steelcase Limited Warranty

ENVIRONMENTAL:

• SCS Indoor Advantage™ certified for indoor air quality in North America
• Recycled content
• Regional materials
• Low emitting materials
Answer Freestanding solutions provide users applications to balance focused work and collaboration in the open plan or private office. Answer Freestanding creates a consistent aesthetic across a floor plan. It seamlessly integrates with Answer and Universal to create applications that help attract and retain the best talent. Through a range of materials, the brand and culture of your workplace can be expressed in a whole new way.
ANSWER FREESTANDING

PRICE RANGE: LOW - MID

DETAILS:

• Provides a breadth of application to support collaborative and focused work

• Consistent design language and range of aesthetic options ensure integration with other great product lines including Answer, Universal and FrameOne allowing for real estate optimization.

• Allows for the brand and culture the workplace through a range of materials.

• Answer Freestanding reflects the following attention to details, also found in Answer:

  • FrameOne leg and Universal storage with FrameOne feet allowing for a consistent, refined aesthetic throughout the workplace.

  • Soft edge worksurfaces eliminating pressure points on wrist and forearms.

DURABILITY:

Steelcase Limited Warranty

ENVIRONMENTAL:

• SCS Indoor Advantage™ certified for indoor air quality in North America

• Recycled content

• Regional materials

• Low emitting materials